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Absolute frequency measurement of an optical clock is a milestone towards the

redefinition of second in the International System of Units. This work summarizes

briefly the measurement of frequency ratio between an optical clock and the

second, applying the frequency comparison link from UTC(NIM) to International

Atomic Time. Some strategies and suggestions are proposed to reduce the

uncertainty introduced by the measurement system and dead time, which

guided the frequency measurement of three optical clocks at 10−16 level in the

past 3 years.
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Introduction

Since 1967, the second of the International System of Units (SI) is defined

according to the 9,192,631,770 Hz hyperfine transition of 133Cs. Currently, Cesium

fountain clocks realize the second to an accuracy of 10−16. It is the most precisely

measured unit among the SI units. However, in the last decade, optical frequency

standards have achieved accuracies of 10−18 or even 10−19 [1, 2]. The International

Committee for Weights (CIPM) recommends a roadmap for the redefinition of SI

second using optical transition [3]. In preparation, the absolute frequency of an

optical clock (OC) needs to be accurate to 10−16 level. Measuring directly the

frequency ratio between an OC and a cesium fountain clock imposes very high

demands on local cesium fountain clocks, of which only a few in the world have this

capability. Hence, in recent years, some laboratories in the world have performed

another scheme, tracing the optical frequency to the International Atomic Time

(TAI) to get absolute frequency of an optical clock [4–8].

In China, more than 10 OCs of different types are being developed at several

research institutes. At the National Institute of Metrology (NIM), the cesium

fountain clock NIM5 with an uncertainty of 9 × 10−16 reports regularly to the

International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) [9]. With its successor NIM6,

the uncertainty has been improved to 5.8 × 10−16. Nevertheless, both are currently

unavailable for high-level (<5 × 10−16) precision measurements. We focus on the

second feasible scheme, tracing an optical frequency to the SI second using the

frequency comparison link from real-time realization of the Coordinated Universal

Time (UTC) UTC(NIM) to TAI.
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Fundamental scheme

Compared with absolute frequency measurements of an OC

obtained directly using a cesium fountain clock, the method

discussed below is slightly complicated. Its remarkable advantage

is that the measurement uncertainty is no longer limited by the

performance of the local cesium fountain clock or even whether such

a clock is needed. The traceability link (Figure 1) contains five key

nodes: anOC, a localflywheel oscillator (LFO),UTC(NIM), TAI, and

SI second definition (SI s). Four procedures are used to measure the

frequency ratios between any pair of consecutive nodes. A

femtosecond optical frequency comb system measures the

frequency ratio of the optical and the microwave frequencies,

which originate from the OC and LFO. A dual mixer time

difference (DMTD) system is used to measure the frequency

difference between multiple hydrogen masersand the reference

UTC(NIM). It is therefore the preferred solution of measuring the

frequency ratio of a LFO and UTC(NIM). Meanwhile, we maintain

remote frequency comparison links by satellite to participate in the

TAI cooperation, and to keep time and frequency comparison with

the cooperative partners in China. The frequency ratio of the

UTC(NIM) and TAI are taken from Circular T, a monthly

publication of the BIPM. It uses the weighted average of clock

readings to calculate monthly the Échelle Atomique Libre (EAL)

from more than 400 atomic clocks in worldwide, and then generate

the TAI by steering the EAL frequency to the weighted average

frequency of available primary and secondary frequency standards

(PSFS) maintained in a few countries. Similarly, the fractional

frequency deviation between TAI and the SI second is also

published in Circular T, which should be currently the best time

reference.

If an OC can continuously run over a complete 1-month period

of TAI reporting, its absolute frequency may be evaluated using

yOC

ySI s
� yOC

yLFO
×

yLFO

yUTC(NIM)
×
yUTC(NIM)

yTAI
×
yTAI

ySI s
, (1)

where yOC and ySI s are respectively the OC frequency and the SI

second definition (specifically, 1 Hz), and yLFO, yUTC(NIM), and
yTAI represent respectively the frequencies of the LFO,

UTC(NIM), and TAI. In practice, however, the continual

running of an OC over a 1-month reporting period is still

difficult because of its inherent principle of operation and the

state-of-the-art technology. On the right-hand side of Eq. 1, the

four factors (the measured frequency ratios) may have potential

dead times, implying

yOC

ySI s
� yOC(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt1) ×

yLFO(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt2) ×

yLFO(Δt2)
yUTC(NIM)(Δt2)

×
yUTC(NIM)(Δt2)
yUTC(NIM)(Δt3) ×

yUTC(NIM)(Δt3)
yTAI(Δt3) ×

yTAI(Δt3)
yTAI(Δt4)

×
yTAI(Δt4)
ySI s(Δt4) , (2)

where Δti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the live measurement time

intervals for the four frequency ratios to be measured (Eq. 1,

right-hand side). Figure 2 shows a schematic of the live

measurement time intervals and dead times between the

FIGURE 1
Schematic of optical frequency traceability.
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traceability link from the OC frequency to the SI second

definition (SI s) via the LFO and UTC(k). In principle, we

may not need the LFO in this traceability link. Due to its

robustness is stronger than that of the UTC(NIM), the

hydrogen maser as an LFO is widely used to the traceability

of the OC frequency to the SI definition of second.

Measurement of four frequency
ratios

Measuring the four frequency ratios appearing in Eq. 1 are key

parts in tracing the OC frequency to the SI definition of second by

UTC(NIM). Any one ratio measurement contributes to the

uncertainty of the final result, specifically, the OC absolute

frequency. Each method of measurement as well as its

corresponding uncertainty is discussed below.

Femtosecond optical frequency comb

The microwave frequency (10 MHz or 100 MHz) originating

from a LFO (in general, a high-performance hydrogen maser) is

first synthesized to a higher frequency, which is the frequency

reference for the measured OC frequency. Second, the

femtosecond optical frequency comb measures accurately the

frequency deviation from the higher frequency to the OC

frequency. Such frequency ratios between the OC and the

LFO may be calculated directly using the frequency deviation.

The uncertainty introduced by a femtosecond optical frequency

comb may be negligible compared to the 1-part-in-1016 accuracy

for the frequency ratio measurement. Note that depending on the

specific scheme, the microwave frequency distribution and

synthesis may introduce a certain uncertainty, which is

generally estimated to be close to a few parts in 1016 in this

measurement.

Dual mixer time difference measurement
system

The multi-channel measurement system (TSC MMS,

Symmetricom, United States) is based on the DMTD

measurement principle and is used in our time keeping

laboratory. From the technical specifications, the Allan

deviation of the system noise is less than 3 × 10−13 with an

FIGURE 2
Time allocations of live measurements and dead times.
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averaging time of 1 s. Up until the averaging-time closure of 104 s,

the Allan deviation theoretically achieves 3 × 10−17, which is

satisfactory for our optical frequency measurements. In contrast,

if measurement times are shorter than 104 s, the uncertainty with

10−16 level could be introduced to measurement result.

Remote comparison by satellite

A physical time scale UTC(NIM) is compared continuously

with TAI via a time-and-frequency transfer link via satellite.

BIPM collects clock readings and time comparison data at 5-day

intervals from time laboratories around the world and then

calculates the monthly UTC. With a delay of 30–45 days,

BIPM publishes in the Circular T bulletin the time difference

between the UTC(NIM) and UTC for the 5-day intervals over the

last month. The difference reflects the mean frequency difference

between the UTC(NIM) and TAI resulting from having only a

difference attributed to a leap second between them. The

relationship between the uncertainty associated with frequency

transfer and averaging time is reported in detail in reference [10].

Specifically, a ~30-day comparison achieves an uncertainty of

~2 × 10−16 corresponding to a minimum of uA 0.3 ns.

Fractional frequency deviation of
international atomic time relative to SI
second

TAI is a realization of Terrestrial Time (TT), a coordinate

time with scale unit the SI second in the geocentric reference

system [11]. The fractional frequency deviation of TAI relative to

TT is published in Circular T bulletin monthly. Its uncertainty is

generally ~2 × 10−16, which depends on the number of available

primary and secondary frequency standards and the uncertainty

of each in that period.

Strategies to reduce the uncertainty
introduced by dead times

The absolute frequency measurement of an OC is only at several

parts in 1016 because of the current performance of cesium fountain

clocks. The dead time in this measurement should be rigorously

considered because almost all OCs operate only in the intermittent

mode, which could introduce the uncertainty of a few parts in 1016.

We have focused on using a 1-month TAI reporting period (30 days

in general) to complete the absolute frequency measurement and

achieve an uncertainty of a few parts in 1016. The continuous running

time of the OC is generally much shorter than 30 days (Figure 2). In

this traceability link, the uncertainty contributed by live

measurements has been considered in the above section. The

duration of the dead time in each four-frequency-ratio

measurement is closely related to the uncertainty of the final

result. In addition, the frequency noise of the LFO, UTC(NIM),

and TAI is the main contributor to the uncertainty. In general, the

frequency stability of the above-mentioned three in turn become

better. Here, Δt1 is the sum of all running time segments of the OC

obtained in actual operations. The total running time of the LFO Δt2
corresponds to the start- and end-times of the OC and is set to

minimize the uncertainty for the frequency ratio yLFO(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt2) in Eq. 2.

Similarly, Δt3 is the minimum range covering Δt2, and its

endpoints must satisfy the 5-day interval reported in the Circular

T bulletin. Finally, Δt4 is the 1-month TAI reporting period of

possibly 30 days.

A more accurate absolute frequency measurement of the OC

may be performed based on the above strategy to minimize the

uncertainty introduced by dead times. To enhance the

measurement capability further, no suitable ideas have been

found for TAI and UTC(NIM) because they are relatively

unalterable and more complex to perform. The two feasible

strategies given below are helpful in optical frequency

measurements.

Increasing the operation time of optical
clock

In a 1-month TAI reporting period, increasing the operation

rate of the OC shortens dead times in the measurements of yOC

yLFO
.

In addition, data from more measurements of the fractional

frequency difference between OC and LFO are significant in

generating more accurate evaluations of noise characteristics of

the LFO. Using a weighted method to combine the various

measurement results from different 1-month TAI reporting

periods is also an optional solution.

Enhancing the frequency stability of local
flywheel oscillator

At the fixed operation rate of an OC over a 1-month TAI

reporting period, improving the frequency stability of LFO has an

extraordinary effect to reduce the uncertainty introduced by

measurement dead time between LFO and OC. In our works,

the noise model of hydrogen maser as LFO is evaluated

accurately by fitting its frequency stability curve respect to

sampling time. The short-term frequency stability of hydrogen

maser was evaluated by referring to the optical clock based on a

continuous measurement period. The middle-term frequency

stability was obtained by comparing two identical type hydrogen

masers using DMTD system. The long-term frequency stability

was measured using UTC as the reference. Therefore, combining

several hydrogen masers as a combined LFO will enhance its

frequency stability, meanwhile it could be also helpful to decrease

the frequency drift of the LFO.
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Applications

Applying the proposed method, the absolute frequencies of

three optical clocks, including two Ca+ optical clocks developed

by Innovation Academy for Precision Measurement Science and

Technology of Chinese Academy of Sciences (APM) [12, 13], and

a 87Sr optical clock developed by NIM [14], were measured at

10−16 level in the past 3 years.

The uncertainty details of traceability link about these optical

clock are listed in Table 1. In these three measurements, the

uptime rates of three optical clocks are respectively ~75% over

20-day period, ~92% over 35-day period and ~56% over 30-day

period. Total running time of optical clock is recorded as Δt1, and
then we deliberately arranged Δt2 � Δt3 to avoid introducing

uncertainty in UTC(NIM) extrapolation, therefore the

uncertainty attributed to the fourth term yUTC(NIM)(Δt2)
yUTC(NIM)(Δt3) is always

zero. The time interval Δt4 is determined according to the

Circular T bulletin corresponding to each measurement time

period. In our measurement, Δt4 is respectively 35 days (Circular
T 385), 35 days (Circular T 396) and 30 days (Circular T 391).

Both the capability of femtosecond optical frequency comb and

dispersion of measurement data are main contributors to the

uncertainty of frequency ratio measurement between the OC and

the LFO. There is significant difference in the uncertainty of the

first term yOC(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt1) due to different comb used in each

measurement. The noise model of hydrogen maser (VCH-

1013M) as LFO used in three measurements were evaluated

with DMTD and comb measurement data. The 100 numerical

simulated masers according to above the noise model were used

to calculate the uncertainty of dead time. In addition, evaluating

frequency drift of the maser introduce also a certain uncertainty

of the second term yLFO(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt2). Due to higher uptime rates of optical

clocks, the uncertainty attributed to dead time is smaller in three

measurements, but it is still main contributor to final

measurement result. Frequency comparison between hydrogen

maser and UTC(NIM) is continuously performed using DMTD

method, since the uncertainty of that can be ignored (<1 × 10−17).

In the Circular T with no. 385, 396 and, 391, the uncertainty uA of

the time difference between the UTC(NIM) and TAI is 0.3 ns,

attributing to satellite time and frequency transfers. It leads to the

uncertainty of the fifth term is 2.8 × 10−16 corresponding to Δt3 =
20 days, 1.7 × 10−16 corresponding to Δt3 = 35 days and 2.0 ×

10−16 corresponding to Δt3 = 30 days, respectively. When

Δt3 ≠Δt4, the extrapolation uncertainty of TAI frequency

average over time peirod Δt3 to Δt4 need to be

evaluated using the above maser frequency extrapolation

method. In the first measurement, the uncertainty is 3.6 ×

10−16 corresponding to TAI extrapolation 15 days. The

uncertainty of the last term yTAI(Δt4)
ySI s(Δt4) can be directly found in

Circular T bulletin.

Summary

Realizing absolute frequency measurements of an OC at

low 10−16 level remains a challenging task for most research

groups. Due to performance limitations in local cesium

fountain clocks at NIM, applying the frequency

comparison link between UTC(NIM) and TAI to measure

precisely the optical frequency is currently a more feasible

scheme. This work expressed the principle of absolute

frequency measurement, and proposed several strategies to

reduce the uncertainty introduced by the measurement

system and dead time, according to our practical

experience of absolute frequency measurement of three

optical clocks at 10−16 level.

TABLE 1 Uncertainty of optical frequency traceability link.

No. Ratio Uncertainty (10−16)

Transportable Ca+ optical
clock [12]

A compact, transportable
Ca+ optical clock
[13]

87Sr optical clock [14]

1 yOC(Δt1)
yLFO(Δt1 )

2.5 4.6 0.7

2 yLFO(Δt1 )
yLFO(Δt2 )

1.3 1.3 1.6

3 yLFO(Δt2)
yUTC(NIM)(Δt2 )

<0.1 <0.1 <0.1

4 yUTC(NIM)(Δt2 )
yUTC(NIM)(Δt3 )

0 0 0

5 yUTC(NIM)(Δt3 )
yTAI(Δt3)

2.8 1.7 2.0

6 yTAI(Δt3 )
yTAI(Δt4 )

3.6 0 0

7 yTAI(Δt4 )
ySI s(Δt4 )

1.5 1.4 1.5

Total 5.56 5.26 3.05
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